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Abstract
Images are an important part of daily life. The huge repository of digitally existing images cannot be easily
controlled by any individual. Extensive scanning of the image database is very much essential to search a particular
image from the huge repository. In some cases, this procedure becomes very exhaustive also. As a result, if a count of
ten thousand, lakhs or considerably more images are included in image database, then it may be transformed into a
tedious and never ending process. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique, which is used for retrieving
any image. This type of image retrieval procedure is centred on the actual content of image. This paper proposed a
model of hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features and analysed with different existing models image
retrieval. Content based image retrieval using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features superiors on
other models.
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1. Introduction
With the advancement of the Internet and the accessibility of various imaging gadgets, the measure
of created computerized pictures is expanding quickly [1]. At the point when the measure of pictures turns
out to be so huge, it will be futile unless there is a successful device to recover wanted images.
For this reason, many image recovery approaches have been created. They are content-based and
substance based [2]. In Text-based Image Retrieval (TBIR) approach, pictures are recorded by printed
portrayal, known as the metadata of the picture, for example, the date at which picture was delivered and a
physically commented on the depiction of the substance of the picture itself [3]. TBIR approach has
numerous troubles, for example, it can't recover pictures that are setting touchy and the measure of exertion
required to physically clarify each picture, and additionally the distinction in human observation while
depicting the pictures, which result in mistakes amid the recovery procedure. To conquer the deficiency
related with TBIR framework, Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) approach was presented
in the mid-1980s [1].
In CBIR framework, visual highlights of the image, for example, shading, surface, shape or
whatever other data that can be consequently extricated from the image and used to recover pertinent images
from the collection of images. The recovered images are then positioned by similitudes between the inquiry
image and images in the database utilizing a comparability coordinating measure [3]. A CBIR framework
comprises of two most imperative procedures: highlight extraction and likeness coordinating [4-6].
The model of CBIR system architecture is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Model of CBIR system [4]
2. Related Work
CBIR frameworks depict the way toward finding the images from extensive databases that match
to a given query image utilizing image content highlights. One of the issues that emerge while actualizing
a CBIR framework is the manner by which to make it a broadly useful framework. This is on the grounds
that the trouble of deciphering image by clients and PCs, the trouble of framework assessment, and recovery
comes about with various image databases [7]. Numerous CBIR frameworks have been effectively created
utilizing diverse image highlights. Jhanwar et al. [8] proposed an image recovery framework that depends
on theme co-event grid (MCM). This framework changes the distinction between pixels into an essential
realistic and appraisals the likelihood of its event in the contiguous zone as the image highlight.
Additionally, Huang and Dai [9] proposed a surface based image recovery framework which coordinates
the wavelet deterioration and the inclination vector. The framework includes a coarse component descriptor
and an element descriptor with each image. The two descriptors are gotten from the wavelet coefficients of
the first image. The coarse component descriptor is used at the primary stage to quickly screen out nonpromising images; the fine element descriptor is hence used to discover suitably coordinated images.
Lin et al. [10] displayed a Color-Texture and Color-Histogram based Image Retrieval framework
(CTCHIR). They proposed three image content highlights that in view of shading, surface and shading
dispersion, as shading co-event lattice (CCM), the contrast between pixels of output design (DBPSP) and
shading histogram for K-mean (CHKM) individually. They likewise proposed a strategy for the image
recovery process by incorporating CCM, DBPSP, and CHKM to enhance image recognition rate and
rearrange the calculation of image recovery. Utilizing exploratory outcomes, they found that their proposed
strategy beats the Jhanwar et al. [8] and Hung and Dai [9] techniques. Rao et al. [11] introduced a CTDCIRS
(shading surface and prevailing shading based image recovery framework). They proposed coordinating
three highlights which are Motif co-event network (MCM), the distinction between pixels of output design
(DBPSP) and dynamic prevailing shading (DDC) to remove shading highlight. They tried their outcomes
with strategies for Jhanwar et al. [8] and Hung and Dai [9] and found that their strategy gives unrivaled
recovery comes about.
Hiremath and Pujari [12] proposed a CBIR framework that depends on the shading, surface and
shape includes by isolating the image into tiles. The highlights processed on tiles fill in as nearby descriptors
of shading and surface highlights. The shading and surface examination are breaking down by utilizing two
level lattice structures and the shape include is utilized by utilizing Gradient Vector Flow. The proposed
technique is contrasted and different frameworks [13] and found that their proposed recovery framework
gives better execution. Zhang [14] figured shading and surface highlights from the image database. In this
way, for each image, shading and surfaces highlights are registered. For any inquiry image, the shading and
surface highlights are processed. At to start with, the images in the database are positioned by the shading
highlights then the best positioned images from shading highlights are re-positioned by the surface
highlights. Additionally, Sharma et al. [15] proposed a proficient CBIR framework that utilized shading
histogram handling. The proposed approach utilized shading minutes and shading histograms.
They processed shading minutes from the images. The shading highlights are then utilized for coordinating
between the question image and images in the database.
As an outline, working with shading images and separating its visual highlights have a few issues.
To begin with, shading images have huge measurements, likewise calculations process is very tedious.
Second, shading images are delicate to clamor obstruction [7]. For a proficient CBIR framework, a solitary
ascribe isn't productive to speak to image highlights. Our commitment is to give an effective CBIR
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framework by consolidating shading and surface highlights as a solitary element vector. Two new proposed
strategies are recommended. This bring about lessening recovery time and expanding recovery exactness.
The proposed techniques are contrasted and aftereffects of the strategies exhibited by Jhanwar et al. [8],
Huang and Dai [9], Rao et al. [11] and Lin et al. [10]. We found that the proposed techniques give
better execution.
3. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is considered the most difficult task in the retrieval process [5]. It involves
extracting significant features of the image to a different level. The similarity matching is concerned with
matching extracted features to get a result that is visually similar [6]. So for a given query image, its feature
vector is extracted. If the similarity distance between the feature vector of collection of images and the
feature vector of the query image is minor, then the equivalent image in the collection of images is
considered as a match for the query. The retrieval is commonly based on similarity instead of the exact
match and the retrieved images are ranked depending on to a similarity index [6].
3.1. Color
The supreme important feature of CBIR system is color [16]. The main benefits of color are
speediness and small memory space. Color Histogram and color moments are examples where color
properties are used for retrieving the images. Color is usually used for image demonstration and free of the
dimension of an image. Color space, Color moments, Color histograms, Color coherence vector, invariant
color features [17] and color correlogram [18] are most widely used methods for extracting color. A color
histogram is not invariant to scaling but it is invariant to rotation. The main advantage of color moments is
their storage requirement is very less and are mainly used for indexing color.
3.1.1. Color Histogram
The histogram of an image refers to the probability density function of the image intensities with
gray levels in the interval (0, 𝐿 − 1) and defined as
𝑝 𝑟* =

-.
-

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, … … … … 𝐿 − 1

(1)

𝐿 = number of levels, 𝑟* = the ith gray level, 𝑛* = number of pixels in the image having gray level, 𝑛 = total
number of pixels in the image.
The histogram of color image refers to the joint probabilities of the intensities of the three color channels
and defined as:
ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚

<,=,>

𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡 = 𝑁 . 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑅 = 𝑟, 𝑆 = 𝑠, 𝑇 = 𝑡)

(2)

Where, R, S and T represent the three color channels such as RGB or HSV and N is the number of pixels
in the image. The histogram expresses the frequency distribution of color containers in an image, and each
container in the color histogram contains information about the number of pixels that belong to the color
container.
3.1.2. RGB Color
The RGB colour architecture is made out of the essential hues Red, Green, and Blue. This
framework characterizes the shading model that is utilized as a part of most shading CRT screens and
shading raster designs. They are viewed as the "added substance primaries" since the hues are included to
create the coveted shading. The RGB demonstrate utilizes the Cartesian arrange framework. Notice the
askew from (0, 0, 0) dark to (1, 1, 1) white which speaks to the dim scale.
3.1.3. HSV Color
HSV (hue, saturation, value) is one of a few shading frameworks utilized by individuals to choose
hues from a color wheel or palette. This color framework is impressively nearer than the RGB framework
to the manner by which people involvement and depict shading sensations. The HSV color space is planned
by taking a gander at the RGB shading 3D square along its dim hub, which brings about the hexagonally
formed shading palette.
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3.1.4. Color Moment
Color moments need aid measures that describe color appropriation in an image in the same path
that vital moments particularly portray a likelihood dissemination. Color moments would basically utilize
for color indexing purposes likewise offers on image recovery provisions so as with think about how
comparative two images need aid dependent upon color. Typically, you quit offering on that one image is
contrasted with a database for advanced images for pre-computed features also recover a comparable
picture. Each examination between images brings about a comparability score, and the bring down this
score is those a greater amount indistinguishable twin those two images would assume with be. Color
moments are scaling and revolution invariant. Since color moments encode both shapes furthermore color
data they are a great characteristic to utilize under evolving lighting conditions, however, they can't handle
impediment really effectively. Mainly three color moments are used:
Mean
Standard Deviation
Skewness
The principal color moment can be translated as the normal shading in the image, and it can be
figured by utilizing the following equation
- G.,H
JKL I

𝐸* =

(3)

Where 𝑁 is the number of pixels in the image and 𝑝*,J is the value of the jth pixel of the image at the ith color
channel.
The second color moment is the standard deviation (𝜎* ), which is achieved by taking the square
root of the variance of the color dissemination.
Q (G N O )P
.
HRS .,H

𝜎* =

(4)

I

Where 𝐸* is the mean value, or first color moment, for the ith color channel of the image.
The third color moment is the skewness. It gives how unbalanced the color dissemination is, and
thus it provides information about the shape of the color distribution. Skewness can be computed as:
𝑠* =

T

Q (G N O )T
.
HRS .,H

(5)

I

3.2. Texture
Another main property of an image is texture. It describes the visual pattern. The two main
categories of texture representation are structural methods and statistical methods. Structural methods are
very effective in case of regular textures. Tamura features [19], World features, Simultaneously AutoRegressive (SAR) Model, Gabor Filter features [20], Wavelet Transform features [21] are frequently used
and effective in CBIR systems.
3.2.1. Gabor Filter
Gabor capacities give acceptable those ideal determinations to both those occasion when (spatial)
and recurrence domains. Gabor wavelet convert will be those ideal premise should extricate local features
because of following:
Biological motivation: the demonstrating of the higher dream visual cortex for mammalian brains
is best suiting toward a family of self-similar 2D Gabor wavelets.
Scientific motivation: the multi-resolution and multi-orientation valuables of the Gabor wavelet
change might make utilized for computing local spatial occurrences.
Gabor wavelet convert can also be utilized within a lot of people image dissection provisions
including face recognition, composition arrangement Furthermore facial outflow order. For a provided
image 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎, 𝑏 for measure 𝑀 ×𝑁 its discrete Gabor wavelet convert may be provided for by,
𝐺-Y 𝑎, b =

`

_ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒(a

∗
− 𝑝, b − 𝑞)𝜓-Y
(𝑝, 𝑞)

(6)
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where p and q are the mask size variables, 𝝍∗𝒏𝒎 the complex conjugate of 𝜓-Y which is a selfsimilar functiongenerated from dilation and rotation of the mother wavelet. The self-similar Gabor wavelets
are computed using the generating function:
𝜓-Y 𝑎, b = 𝑎 Nd 𝜓(𝑎, 𝑏)

(7)

3.2.2. Wavelet Filter
Similar to Gabor filtering, wavelet transformation provides a multiple resolution approach to plot
analysis and classification. The wavelet transforms decompose a signal with a family of basic functions
𝜓-Y 𝑎 obtained through the translation and dilation of a mother wavelet 𝜓 𝑎 , that is,
e

𝜓-Y 𝑎 = 2N P 𝜓(2Nd 𝑎 − 𝑚)

(8)

where n and m are dilation and translation parameters.
4. Neural Network Setup
Randomly divide up the 500 samples for training, validating and testing.
Table 1. Neural Network Setup for training, validating and testing
Purpose
Training
Validation
Testing

%
70%
15%
15%

No. of samples
350
75
75

-

Training
These are presented to the network during training, and the network is adjusted according to its
error. 70% of the total samples have been used for training purpose.
Validation
These are used to measure network generalization, and to halt training when generalization stops
improving. 15% of the total samples have been used for validating purpose.
Testing
These have no effect on training and so provide an independent measure of network performance
during and after training. 15% of the total samples have been used for testing purpose.
4.1. Hidden Layers
Hidden layer defines a pattern recognition neural network and change the number of neurons if
the network does not perform well after training. For this system, the number of hidden layers are 10.
5. Database
For the execution and for proficiency estimation of CBIR framework, a database of the subset of
WANG database of 500 pictures has been manually chosen to be a database of five classes of five hundred
images. The images are subdivided into five classes namely class1, class2, class3, class 4 and class 5, with
the end goal that it is certain that a client needs to locate alternate images from a class if the query is from
one of these five classes [22]. Class1 consisting of African images, class2 consisting of Beach images,
class3 consisting of image of Monuments, class4 consisting of buses images and class5 consisting of
Dinosaurs images. Figure 2 shows one example image from each of the five classes of the used database.

Africa

Beach

Monuments

Buses

Dinosaurs

Figure 2. One example image from each of the five classes of the used database.
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This database was utilized broadly to test the different features in light of the fact that the measure
of the database and the accessibility of class data takes into account execution assessment.
Every one of the images is of size 256x256 pixels too.
6. Results and Comparisons
Gabor features: Results shows that by using only Gabor features, efficiency of the system is 63.0%.
Confusion matrix using only Gabor features shown in Figure 3. False positive rate vs true positive rate
using only Gabor features for five categories of images shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Confusion matrix using only Gabor features

Figure 4. False positive rate vs true positive rate using only Gabor features for five categories of images
Hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features:
Results shows that by using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features, efficiency of
the system is 73.4%. Confusion matrix using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features is
shown in Figure 5. False positive rate vs true positive rate using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and
Gabor features for five categories of images shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features
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Figure 6. False positive rate vs true positive rate using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor
features for five categories of images
Hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and Haar wavelets:
Results shows that by using hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and Haar wavelets,
efficiency of the system is 69.4%. Confusion matrix using hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and
Haar wavelets shown in Figure 7. False positive rate vs true positive rate using hybrid feature set of HSV,
Gabor features and Haar wavelets for five categories of images shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Confusion matrix using hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and Haar wavelets

Figure 8. False positive rate vs true positive rate using hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and Haar
wavelets for five categories of images
Table 2. Result comparison using different features
Sr. No.
1
2
3

Feature(s) used
Only Gabor feature
Hybrid feature set of HSV, Gabor features and Haar wavelets
Hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor features

Efficiency (%)
63.0
69.4
73.4

7. Conclusion
Content-based image retrieval system practices actual contents of image such as color, texture and
shape to retrieve images from image database. Three classification models are proposed in this paper
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namely CBIR using Gabor features, CBIR using hybrid feature set of Haar wavelets and Gabor and CBIR
using hybrid feature set of combining HSV, Gabor, and Haar wavelet. Classification results shows that
second classification model based on hybrid features of Gabor and Haar wavelet superiors on
other models.
8. Future Scope
The proposed strategy worked through image recovery from collection of images. Suitably conserved
database stockpiling as opposed to MATLAB record might provide for enhanced precision level and can
decrease the time and computational complexity. This system focusses main on retrieving from claiming
image files, be that as clinched alongside future this exertion camwood be enhanced on recover the sound
also feature document by utilizing these offers or changing them. Neural system method is used to figure
those separation vectors furthermore finally yield the topmost pictures. Some other approaches, i.e.
Euclidean distance method, Chebyshev distance, maul separation might additionally provide for progressed
precision to suggested plan.
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